Training Agenda
Education training
Pro Futuro School (Warsaw)

24th of February, arrival

9:00 am to
10:00 am

Registration and Reception, Arrival of guests and trainers

Opening Ceremonies
10:00 am to Keynote Addresses:
11:00 am
Center for Civil Communication Team, introduction into the topic of the
seminar and the participants
11:00 am to
Break
11:05 am
Presentation and practical part. Work on selected block of the day, Refugees on
11:10 am to
the way to Europe. Different background. Ways of cooperation. Our trainer
13:10 pm
from Jordan.
13:10 pm to
Lunch
14:10 pm
Presentation of the day: how to set aims in life and move in the right
14:10 pm to
direction. Motivational training, based on a true story from Iraq and
15:30 pm
Afghanistan. Our USA trainer Josh.
15:30 pm to
Break
15:45 pm
15:45 pm to Business ideas brain storm. First money workshop. Start-up in Poland. How
17:45 pm
to start and how to run. Our trainer from Portugal.
17:45 pm
18:00 pm

Presentation of the results, outcome of the day.

25th of February, second day of educational visit
9:00 am to
10:00 am

Arrival, preparation, short breakfast

10:00 am to Presentation of the day: Public speech in a correct way. Practical and
12:00 am
theoretical example. Our trainer from Pakistan Aziz.

12:00 am to
Break
12:15 am
11:20 am to
Practical workshops on teamwork and team building.
12:20 pm
12:20 pm to Bitcoin and how does it work, how to get money for your start up and to
14:20 pm
avoid extra payments. Our trainer from Portugal.
14:20 pm to
Lunch
15:20 pm
15:20 pm to Yoga directly from India. History and practice. Presented by Sonal. Please,
17:20 pm
prepare your mats, for exercises.
17:20 pm to Presentation of the results, outcome of these days. Good-bye words +
18:00
dinner.

